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Boundaries And How To Say NO! 2nd Edition - NOW IN PAPERBACK!Boundaries for nice

people.When nice people are asked to do things, those who feel insecure may be tempted to say

â€œyesâ€• more often than not. They need to create reasonable boundaries that allow a certain

element of personal freedom of choice. Without these boundaries, what tends to happen is that

others use nice people as â€œdoormats.â€• Itâ€™s a fact of life that there are givers and takers that

make up the human race.Givers are those who tend to put other peopleâ€™s needs before their

own. Takers are those who profit from the generosity of kind people. Although giving is a very

positive experience when in proportion to the give and take nature of a relationship, it becomes

negative when nice people are pushed beyond acceptable limits and find themselves unable to say

â€œno.â€• This book covers the topic and gives demonstration to help those who find themselves in

the unfortunate position of being constantly used. Setting boundaries helps nice people become

more positive, helps self-esteem and strengthens the character, thus inviting more respect from

peers.Learn the POWER OF NO! Download NOW and change your life forever!
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If you want to have good relationships with the people around you, but you not to do things that do

not want, then this is the book for you. Here you will find tips to help you say "no", but also to learn

what you really want. Often each of us to do something that does not want tojust because do not

know how to say "no" and we have fear to say what we want. If you want to change it, this book will

be of great help to you, and I sincere recommend it!

If you are sick and tired of being used by other people as a doormatjust because you have never

gathered the courage to say no to any of theirdemands, then this book definitely has something for

you. You will learn to dissolve thepressure that builds inside you when someone is constantly

making demands on yourtime and you just can't seem a way to say no. The book provides a nice

idea of using excusesto save yourself from a lot of misery. The book has a lot of advice to save

yourself fromvictimization at the hands of others

The essence of this book is about setting boundaries and releasing the chains of societal

expectation so you can be free to shine. Sometimes you need to be reminded that saying no is

saying yes to a life of peace and happiness for yourself. As a people pleaser, I was always placing

others needs ahead of my own, but not any more. Definitely worth a read!

I have read this book three times. It has been the most helpful book for me in dealing with difficult

relationships. I have found that when you set the tiniest little boundary with an abusive person, all

hell breaks loose for a while but it passes. With practice, setting boundaries gets easier. Don't

expect boundary smashers to stick around - they likely won't change and will discard you when you

stop playing their game. And that is a good thing! Learn to recognize "safe" and "unsafe" people.

Don't let unsafe people in your inner circle - you have to find your wise inner owl and become your

own best protector.

I have purchased this book for the brother who needs it. I observe quite positive changes in it! It

became more vigorous, more cheerful and more productive.He has thanked me for this book! It is

pleasant.Perhaps, I will begin to read it too!)

I doubted a bit that there was power in no. I have heard my whole life that being negative can hurt

you and make you a negative person. Well, was I wrong. Jeffery lays out a powerful argument that



shows why saying no can be one of the most important decisions you will ever make in becoming a

more positive person.The key here is boundaries. If you say YES all of the time, you will allow

people to cross over your boundaries until you have none. You just sit there with no time and resent

the others around you. This book will teach you that you can and should say no. People will respect

you and you will respect them as well!

I bought this book for my friend who I feel can be a bit of a door mat at times. People are always

taking advantage of her loving nature and she finds herself always doing favours for people that

wouldn't do it back in return. Anyway she said that she found this book really useful and felt inspired

to stand up to people more.

This an excellent book written by this author. If you are one of the people who seems to get dragged

into doing things for others because you havenÃ¢Â€Â™t yet learned the art of saying no then this

book is very useful for you. This book really hit the spot. I never fully understood just how important

boundaries were until I read this book. Highly recommend for this book.
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